
Forensics is all the rage lately: television shows like “CSI” have
made the tedious and exacting work of gathering crime scene
evidence seem glamorous, albeit disgusting. I think it’s safe to

say that Computer Forensics is also much in the public eye, though per-
haps not regarded as quite so exotic (nor odiferous).

Whether the case is a dramatized murder scene on “CSI,” a real-
world crime-scene, a high-profile corporate data theft, or an internal
corporate matter (such as employee reprimand) that must be supported
by documentation of computer activities in violation of company poli-
cies, the task is the same: preserve the evidence of wrongdoing in an
unaltered state.

The art and science (it is certainly both) of computer forensics is
really all about taking a snapshot (“image”) of the data on the com-
promised system and analyzing it in a “frozen” state, unchanged
from the time of the incident under investigation. Such data may be
on a hard drive, in RAM, or on another storage media such as a
USB key.

Of course, computer forensics is a highly skilled and specialized
field—so what does it have to do with a column about shareware and
freeware? Simply put, many of the same tools and techniques of foren-
sics can prove very helpful in everyday corporate network operations.

The word forensic simply means the application of scientific knowl-
edge and method to legal problems. Substitute the word “network” or
“system” for “legal” and you have a compelling argument for using
these same tools in a more mundane manner.

This month I am looking at one forensic tool that truly impressed me
as invaluable for all administrators and support engineers: the “Helix
Incident Response and Computer Forensics Live CD,” a freely down-
loadable package of tools available as CD (.iso) image.

Helix is a product of e-fense Inc., a company specializing in high-
level computer forensics and incident response, as well as training for
security professionals. The Helix tool started out as a de facto collec-
tion of tools intended for internal use by their own forensic engineers.

The Helix CD is really two recovery environments in one on the
same CD—a bootable Linux system and a Windows executable that
they call a “live response” environment.

The bootable Linux element is based on the fabulous Knoppix Linux
distribution by Klaus Knopper. Knoppix is based on the Debian distri-
bution and is a completely self-contained Linux OS environment on
CD—no hard disk required. Many variations on the Knoppix theme
have taken advantage of this “Live CD” attribute, such as the wonder-
ful DamnSmallLinux, which crams a completely functional Linux sys-
tem into a mere 50Megabytes (See sidebar).

e-fense and others have recognized that this isolated environment
virtue is ideal for a forensics tool because the suspect PC can be booted
to the Linux environment without any alteration to the compromised
Windows installation.

From that Linux environment you can then analyze and clone the
suspect Windows filesystem, or for that matter—most common file
systems such as ext2, vfat, or xfs.

The Windows ‘side’ is simply a convenient GUI interface called the
Incident Response screen, and a standard windows command-line
interface. However, the key to Helix’s value is that it maintains the
integrity of the command line, ensuring that you don’t accidentally
launch built-in Windows tools (such as netstat or ipconfig) from the
compromised system itself and risk evidence corruption, or more
importantly to general administrative purposes—data corruption.

Most fundamental command-line Windows tools are launchable
from the Windows element of the CD, such as: netstat, ipconfig, kill,
process explorers, .cab extractors, and many other useful command-
line tools.

Useful apps accessible through the Windows Live Recovery GUI
include a simple but comprehensive file attributes browser, the out-
standing Rootkit Revealer from Sysinternals, a screen capture app, and
the excellent PC Inspector data recovery tool.

SecReport—a thorough system profiler—is also included for pro-
viding a quick overview of installed hotfixes, OS version, audit policy,
TCP/IP configuration, services, and other vital diagnosis data.

These are the tools found in the Helix CD Windows module I con-
sider to be useful for a variety of ordinary network tasks. Of course,
Helix is a forensics tool first and foremost; thus powerful tools for
imaging disks for analysis (and tools to direct the image files to remote
analysis systems) are to be had.

While tools such as the “Forensic Acquisition Utilities” “dd,” and
GRAB (e-fenses excellent front-end to “dd”) are specific to forensics
tasks, many others are very convenient for non-forensic diagnostics.
The best part is that with the Windows Live Recovery environment,
you don’t have to reboot or power down a damaged system if it is
responsive enough to launch a CD. An indispensable feature for cap-
turing data in those do-or-die moments where you know you risk data
loss with a reboot.

However, the bootable Linux environment is the place to be
when diagnosing a seriously compromised Windows system. When
you want a level of power and insight not available in Helix
Windows environment, the Linux side is ready and able to dig
much deeper.
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Entering the Linux environment is a piece of cake; put the CD in the
drive, reboot, and you’re there. The Knoppix-based CD uses the Linux
2.6 kernel, and is effectively foolproof.

In my tests the Knoppix/Helix Linux CD detected hardware on a
variety of systems (including laptops) without a single glitch. Still, if
you would like to customize your boot, the usual “expert mode” and
“failsafe” options are there—but I doubt you will need them in ordinary
usage. The intro screen offers convenient F-Key access to commonly
needed options such as screen resolution and Knoppix help (which is
quite well implemented) for launching the Linux OS. For hardcore
types, the boot options command-line itself is prominently displayed
for quick editing as well.

To take full advantage of Helix, plenty of RAM is advised; I found
512MB was adequate for most any task. Obviously, ample storage
space for disk images RAM images is also needed, whether a local tar-
get or a network share.

I think that if you are intending to use Helix as a collection of tools
for general diagnosis of systems and networks rather than genuine
forensics, then the requirements are quite modest: A Pentium II with at
least 128MB RAM should suffice for nearly all the Linux environment
tools. Naturally, wireless cards are needed for WLAN sniffing and
analysis and an ethernet card for sniffing or moving data and log files
tasks from the host to a recovery system.

Helix LiveCD offers more than seventy key investigative tools in
the Linux mode. Helix’s Linux side offers industrial-strength crime
investigation tools for analyzing suspect systems for criminal activity.
The proper use of such tools is beyond the scope of this article, but
suffice to say that heavy-duty forensics work is feasible with the tools
found in Helix.

In this article, I am focusing primarily on the tools in the Helix Linux
environment that are useful for general network and systems trou-
bleshooting. Even within such confines, Helix offers too many tools to
enumerate in a short article.

For network and systems diagnosis, vital classics such as Ethereal
(for analyzing network traffic) and Nessus (vulnerability scanner)
are included. Other powerful tools—such as one of my favorites,
Grepmail—are available. Grepmail allows you to use the ultra-pow-
erful text search tool Grep to search for keywords in email boxes. It’s
often astounding what workplace behavior employees will divulge in
emails, and this is an effective way to examine clues that lead to
smoking guns. It is also a good example of how sophisticated this
toolkit is.

For the sake of brevity, here is a brief rundown of some additional
tools worth highlighting that are of a general diagnostic nature useful
to admins:

Chntpw: a Windows password changer. Imagine the usefulness of this
in the all-too-common scenario of a fired employee refusing to divulge
passwords.
ClamAV and F-Prot: Effective, free virus scanners. Because Helix
runs entirely off CD, this is an excellent way to recover or examine files
on a virus-laden system without endangering any other data.
chkrootkit and RootKitHunter: Utilities to detect rootkits, one of the
most serious threats to corporate security today. Both these applications
are first-rate tools to track down these menaces.
Kismet, AirSnort, and Aircrack: A triumvirate of wireless network
detection, sniffing, and monitoring tools.
iptraf and ntop: network protocol and activity analyzers.

lshw: hardware detection and list generator.
regviewer: Windows registry viewer.
Rifiuti: Recycle Bin (trash) file recovery tool.
Pasco and Galleta: Internet Explorer and browser cookie analyzers.

A truncated list, and there are many others worth exploring on the
CD—but I’m sure you get the idea!

One of the features that makes Helix especially valuable is that as a
live CD you still have access to full networking and server services.
The Helix CD comes with VNC remote-system-control software,
Linux and Windows network browsing tools, and a SSH daemon for
encrypted communication with a recovery host system.

Incidentally, all local Linux root terminal (shell) activity is continu-
ously logged, great for backtracking as well as documentation of all
actions taken on the suspect system.

I did encounter a few oddities in Helix, but to be fair they were most
likely glitches in the underlying open-source tools or Knoppix platform
itself. For example, a couple tools generated error messages that
weren’t in English, and help and documentation is scant at times. There
are a few useful PDFs on the CD such as a beginners guide to foren-
sics, a chain-of-custody form, and evidence preservation procedures for
forensic analysis.

For additional help, there is also an online Helix discussion forum as
well (registration required). The forum also provides a link to a useful
manual for Helix that is not included with the CD.

In truth, most of the tools on the Helix CD are open-source apps
well-documented on the web, and with a little research any admin unfa-
miliar with them could learn how to use them quickly. In fact, the
Firefox browser included with Helix is populated with links to most of
the documentation needed for the tools included with Helix.

There are a number of offerings similar to Helix available for secu-
rity analysis (such as F.I.R.E), but few are as comprehensive or well
executed as Helix. While perhaps intended for sophisticated forensics
tasks, Helix is also brimming with tools useful for many of the routine
challenges administrators face on a daily basis.

Helix won’t replace tools intended solely for Windows maintenance
(it lacks system set-up essentials, for example), but it will enable you
to diagnose many Windows workstation issues such as virus and spy-
ware damage, and salvage files from damaged systems. It is also a
potent network and diagnostic and analysis tool. Download it and use
your imagination to come up with creative applications for Helix. No
matter how you intend to use it, it truly is a toolbox in a CD, and a must
for any administrator.

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in
broadcast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was
assigned to support early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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Helix 1.6.0  http://www.e-fense.com/helix
Knoppix  http://www.knoppix.org
DamnSmallLinux  http://www.damnsmalllinux.org


